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Emergence of Human-comparable Balancing Behaviors by Deep
Reinforcement Learning
Chuanyu Yang, Taku Komura, Zhibin Li
Abstract— This paper presents a hierarchical framework
based on deep reinforcement learning that learns a diversity
of policies for humanoid balance control. Conventional zero
moment point based controllers perform limited actions during
under-actuation, whereas the proposed framework can perform
human-like balancing behaviors such as active push-off of an-
kles. The learning is done through the design of an explainable
reward based on physical constraints. The simulated results are
presented and analyzed. The successful emergence of human-
like behaviors through deep reinforcement learning proves the
feasibility of using an AI-based approach for learning humanoid
balancing control in a unified framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
Humans efficiently make use of under-actuated control,
such as toe tilting and heel rolling, for keeping balance
when standing and walking. Biomechanical study of human
walking has discussed about the advantage of rolling around
the heel and toe during walking phase [1]. From a biome-
chanical point of view, tilting the foot creates better foot-
ground clearance allowing the maximum ankle torques to be
exploited [2], [3].
Foot tilting give rise to a control problem as an under-
actuated degree of freedom (DOF) is introduced. Once foot
tilting occurs, the edge of the foot namely the heel or toe,
becomes the sole contact point between the foot and the
ground which the body pivots around. This new pivot point
is an underactuated DOF as zero torque can be applied on
the pivoting axis. The physically feasible range of center of
pressure (COP) converges to a singular boundary line on the
edge of the foot. The controller has no control authority over
the new underactuated DOF since no torque can be applied.
Many modern humanoid robots are designed to closely
resemble the human morphology. In theory, they possess sim-
ilar capabilities of a human, and should be able to perform
foot tilting behaviors comparable to humans. However, most
robots are shown to focus on keeping the foot flat on the
ground during locomotion, which is unnatural and inefficient.
The reason is not due to the physical capabilities, but rather
because of the limitation of modern control and actuation
techniques. Most balance and walking control approaches
are based on ZMP, and are developed on the assumption of
a fully actuated system where the foot is placed flat on the
ground creating a large size of support polygon. Most ZMP
based methods will fail during underactuation phases, as they
need to restrict the ZMP or COP to be within the support
polygon created by a flat foot and away from the foot edges.
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Fig. 1: Side view of valkyrie robot and the 2D humanoid
character modelled according to Valkyrie robot.
Controllers that permits the COP to lie on the narrow
boundary of the foot have been developed to generate under-
actuated foot tilting behaviors, demonstrating the feasibility
of using analytic engineering approach for designing con-
trollers capable of dealing with underactuated phases during
balance recovery [3].
Recently, machine learning approaches such as deep rein-
forcement learning have been attracting robotics researchers,
which can automatically learn the parameters for achieving
the given objective. Engineering based approaches require
a lot of human knowledge in designing the controllers and
additional effort in tuning, which is a disadvantage. Machine
learning approaches such as deep reinforcement learning
(RL) have a major advantage: they require less manual tun-
ing. Certainly, reinforcement learning also requires a certain
amount of human knowledge and effort while designing the
RL agent and the reward, but rather the main effort is in
the knowledge-based construction of the agent and reward,
instead of structuring explicit controllers. After the proper
RL agent and reward are constructed, the agent is capable
of learning the optimal policy by itself. Recent works done
on deep reinforcement learning have demonstrated that deep
RL is capable of dealing with very complex and dynamic
motor tasks in continuous state and action spaces. Therefore,
it is clear that deep reinforcement learning should have the
capability of learning a policy to deal with both flat foot and
foot tilting situations.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework based on
deep reinforcement learning that can make use of under-
actuated behavior for keeping the balance during standing.
Since deep reinforcement learning paradigm is shown to
allow very distinct and complex behaviours to emerge from
simple rewards [4], following the prior work [3], we are
motivated to explore an alternative to use deep reinforcement
learning to acquire a policy that is capable of generating
human-comparable behaviors during push recovery without
providing any explicit knowledge of the control policies.
The contributions of our study are the following:
• Provided a physical analysis on the reward design of
humanoid balancing;
• Demonstrated that deep reinforcement learning is ca-
pable of learning a human like balancing strategy with
limited knowledge provided.
II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION
Recent breakthroughs in reinforcement learning and deep
learning, have given rise to deep reinforcement learning
(deep RL), which is a combination of reinforcement learning
and deep neural networks. The rise of deep RL has enhanced
the capability of agents to perform more complex and dy-
namic tasks in high dimensional continuous state and action
spaces. There are quite a few well known deep RL algorithms
dedicated to solving problems in continuous state and action
spaces such as Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [5],
Normalized Advantage Function (NAF) [6], Asynchronous
Advantage Actor Critic (A3C) [7] and Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient (DDPG) method [8].
Researchers in the computer science and robotics com-
munity have published a few papers on using deep rein-
forcement learning for humanoid motion control. Peng et
al. successfully applied Continuous Actor Critic Learning
Automaton (CACLA) [9], [10] to train a bipedal character
to learn terrain traversal skills for terrain with gaps and walls
[11]. Later, they developed a hierarchical deep reinforcement
learning framework, having the low-level controller (LLC)
to specialize on balance and limb control, while the high-
level controller (HLC) focuses on navigation and trajectory
planning. Using their framework, the bipedal character suc-
cessfully learned the skills in order to perform tasks such as
soccer ball guiding, path following and obstacle avoidance
[12].
Kumar et al. used deep reinforcement learning to learn a
safe falling strategy for humanoids to minimize damage dur-
ing fall. Their algorithm is based on CACLA and the Mixture
of Actor-Critic Experts (MACE) architecture [13]. In this
architecture, each joint is assigned with an independent actor-
critic pair. The actor with the highest corresponding critic
value will be activated to generate action. This architecture
combines both continuous control and discrete controls.
A lot of control methods have been proposed for humanoid
balancing [14], [15], [16]. However, most controllers do
not deal with foot tilting during humanoid locomotion as it
restricts the center of pressure to a single point causing the
system to be underactuated creating immense difficulties for
the design of controllers. Instead, this problem is bypassed
by restricting the foot to remain flat on the ground. However,
Fig. 2: State features for the biped.
this flat foot balancing behaviour is different from what we
humans do.
Few works have been done on the topic of balance
recovery by active foot tilting. Li et al. have done a thorough
analysis on the dynamics of foot tilting and derived a foot
tilting (ankle push-off) balancing strategy. They explained
the underlying mechanism and the significance of foot tilting
[3]. Concrete physical and mathematical proof in [3] suggest
that foot tilting balance strategy is more robust against
force perturbations than flat foot balance strategy, and have
successfully designed a controller capable of underactuated
foot tilting and implemented it on a real robot.
Since the physical viability of stable underactuated be-
haviours has been achieved in a deterministic and analytic
approach using modern control techniques [3], our study
hereby aim to answer whether similar human-like behavior
can be a natural outcome using machine learning approach,
specifically, deep reinforcement learning. Our task has to
be performed in a continuous environment, thus the deep
reinforcement learning has to be applicable in continuous
state and action spaces.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we briefly review some of the concepts
essential for understanding the paper.
A. State Representation
The bipedal character configuration used in this paper is
shown in Fig. 1, it is roughly modelled according to Valkyrie,
with the notion to apply the deep RL humanoid balancing
strategy on the Valkyrie robot in the future.
The state input for reinforcement learning is crucial,
the input state features should contain adequate amount of
information that allows the reinforcement learning algorithm
to learn a good policy, but it should not be too redundant as
increasing the input dimension increases training time and in-
troducing irrelevant parameters can hinder the performance.
In our case, the state should contain enough information
about the kinematics and the dynamics of the humanoid.
Fig. 2 shows the selected state features, it includes pelvis
height (hheight), joint angle and joint velocity, the angle (φtorso,
Friction cone
x axis
z axis
Fig. 3: x˙COM and z˙COM are the actual COM velocities while
the humanoid falls under the force of gravity. xCOM and zCOM
is the position of the COM on the sagittal plane. φtorso and
φtorso are orientation of the upper body. l is the length from
the center of the foot to the COM.
φpelvis) and angular velocity(φ˙torso, φ˙pelvis) of the pelvis and
torso, ground contact information, displacement of COM of
links with reference to (w.r.t) the pelvis (red) and the linear
velocities of all body links (green).
B. Capture Point
Capture point is a concept commonly used in humanoid
locomotion, it is defined as a point on the ground where
the robot can step to in order to bring itself to a complete
stop [17]. Knowing the velocity and height of the inverted
pendulum, and the gravitational acceleration, we are able to
compute the capture point,
xcapture = xCOM + x˙COM
√
z0
g
, (1)
Jreject = m
√
g
zc
∆COP, (2)
where the impulse Jreject derived by capture point is the
theoretical maximum of the impulse that can be rejected,
where zc is the COM height, ∆COP is the relative horizontal
distance between the constant COP and the initial COM
position, m is the total mass of the inverted pendulum [3].
The capture point as an indication of balance is considered
to be within the support polygon, so the maximum reacha-
bility of the capture point is at the edge of the foot. If the
impulse time timpulse and the mass of the humanoid m are
known, we can derive other useful physical properties such
as the maximum force Fmax the robot can withstand and the
maximum velocity disturbance Vmax of the COM when the
robot is still able to balance.
Vmax =
Jreject
m
(3)
Fmax =
Jreject
timpulse
(4)
C. Explainable Design of a Reward
In this section, we describe the design of our reward
function for the deep reinforcement learning for maintaining
the balance of our humanoid model, which is based on ideas
such as capture point and linear inverted pendulum model
from conventional control techniques.
The reward has to be designed carefully in order to
produce desired results: Amodei et al. has mentioned the
performance and safety issues that can be caused by a poorly
designed reward function in reinforcement learning [18]. To
deal with the difficulty of designing a functional reward
with human knowledge, researchers came up with methods
such as inverse reinforcement learning, sometimes referred
as imitation learning or apprenticeship learning. The idea
is to elicit the reward function from a given sequence of
demonstrations [19]–[21]. In our case, we have no knowledge
on how the humanoid should react in order to produce
balancing behaviou that involves foot tiltingr. Therefore
inverse reinforcement learning is not an option, as we are
not able to provide proper demonstration.
Balancing can be decomposed into six objectives, turning
the task into a multi-objective problem: keeping the torso
and pelvis orientation upright (denoted by rφtorso and rφpelvis
in the reward), keeping the horizontal position of the COM
close to the center of the foot (denoted by rxCOM ), keeping
the COM vertical position at a certain height (denoted by
rzCOM ) and minimizing the horizontal and vertical velocity of
the COM (denoted by rx˙COM and rz˙COM ). The total reward is
the linear combination of the individual objectives as:
r = wφtorsorφtorso + wφpelvisrφpelvis + wxCOMrxCOM
+ wzCOMrzCOM + wx˙COMrx˙COM + wz˙COMrz˙COM ,
(5)
where, the weights w[·] of each objective in the reward
are set to 1 in default except wzCOM which is set to 5 for
counteracting gravity.
The individual reward terms r[·] are defined such that
the individual parameters are attracted to their target values,
while degrading exponentially as getting farther:
rφtorso = exp(−αφtorso φ2torso)
rφpelvis = exp(−αφpelvis φ2pelvis)
rxCOM = exp(−αxCOM (xtargetCOM − xCOM)2)
rzCOM = exp(−αzCOM (ztargetCOM − zCOM)2)
rx˙COM = exp(−αx˙COM (x˙targetCOM − x˙COM)2)
rz˙COM = exp(−αz˙COM (z˙targetCOM − z˙COM)2).
(6)
The target for the orientation of the torso and pelvis is 0
rad. xtargetCOM and z
target
COM are the target horizontal and vertical
COM position. x˙targetCOM and z˙
target
COM are the target horizontal and
vertical COM velocity.
A preliminary normalization factor α[·] is introduced be-
cause the the units and range of the values of the physical
properties are different. For normalization, we expect the
individual rewards presented in (6) are lower than  =
1×10−5 when it reaches maximum error range. By obtaining
the maximum error range e[·] of each physical properties,
we can calculate the normalization factor α[·] that meets the
requirement as
αφtorso = − ln()/e2φtorso
αφpelvis = − ln()/e2φpelvis
αxCOM = − ln()/e2xCOM
αzCOM = − ln()/e2zCOM
αx˙COM = − ln()/e2x˙COM
αz˙COM = − ln()/e2z˙COM .
(7)
We now describe about how to compute the maximum
error range e[·] for each term. Regarding the maximum error
range for the torso angle eφtorso and pelvis angle eφpelvis , that
occurs when φtorso = φpelvis = pi/2, which is when the body
is fully horizontal. Thus, eφtorso = eφpelvis = pi/2 rad.
Regarding the maximum error range for the horizontal
and vertical COM positions exCOM , ezCOM , we can approximate
them by using the linear inverted pendulum model. Fig. 3
shows the humanoid character lying on the boundary of
the friction cone. We consider the situation in which the
pendulum lies on the border of the friction cone as an
extreme situation, any configuration that falls outside the
friction cone is destined to fail and should be ignored.
Assuming the coefficient of friction µ = 1, the maximum
angle of the friction cone θmax is pi/4 rad. Under the situation
shown in Fig. 3, the maximum error range for the horizontal
and vertical COM positions can be computed by
exCOM = −xCOM
= sin(θmax)l
(8)
ezCOM = l − zCOM
= (1− cos(θmax))l.
(9)
In our study, we use ex = 0.768 m and ez = 0.318 m.
Regarding the maximum error range for the horizontal
and vertical COM velocities, ex˙COM , ez˙COM , we can compute
them using the extreme orientation angle θmax and the Vmax
based on the capture point in (3). We consider the situation
in which the pendulum lies on the boundary of the friction
cone, where θmax = pi/4 rad, to be the extreme condition.
Given the orientation angle θmax, the height of the COM
is z0 = l cos(θmax) and the horizontal displacement of the
COM to the COP is ∆COP = −l sin(θmax). From (2) and
(3), we can compute Vmax =
√
g
zc
∆COP, which can be used
to calculate the target horizontal velocity x˙targetCOM . The target
vertical velocity z˙targetCOM is set to 0 as we wish to minimize the
vertical movement of the COM. As a result, ex˙COM , ez˙COM can
be computed as follows:
ex˙COM = x˙
target
COM − x˙COM
= − sin(θmax)l
√
g
cos(θmax)l
− cos(θmax)
√
2g(1− cos(θmax))l
(10)
ez˙COM = z˙
target
COM − z˙COM
= − sin(θmax)
√
2g(1− cos(θmax))l
(11)
The maximum error for horizontal and vertical COM velocity
is thus 4.510 m/s and 1.766 m/s.
Algorithm 1 Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
Initialize critic Q(s, a|θQ) and actor network µ(s, a|θµ)
Initialize target networks Q′ and µ′: θQ
′ ← θQ,θµ′ ← θµ
Initialize replay buffer R← ∅
for episode=1,M do
Initialize random process N for action exploration
Receive initial state observation s1
for t=1,T do
Select action at = µ(st|θµ) +Nt
Execute action at and observe reward rt and new
state st+1
Store transition (st, at, rt, st+1) in R
Sample minibatch of N transitions (si, ai, ri, si+1)
from R
if state si+1 is terminal state then
Set yi = ri
else
Set yi = ri + γQ′(si+1, µ′(si+1|θµ′)|θQ′)
end if
Update critic by minimizing loss:
L = 1N
∑
i(yi −Q(si, ai|θQ))2
Update actor using sampled policy gradient:
∇θµJ ≈
1
N
∑
i∇aQ(si, ai|θQ)|s=si,a=µ(si)∇θµµ(s|θµ)|si
Update target networks:
θQ
′ ← τθQ + (1− τ)θQ′ ,θµ′ ← τθµ + (1− τ)θµ′
end for
end for
Applying the calculated maximum range of the physical
properties back into (7), we obtain the normalization factor
as
αφtorso = 4.67
αφpelvis = 4.67
αxCOM = 19.50
αzCOM = 113.74
αx˙COM = 0.57
αz˙COM = 3.69.
(12)
Using the normalization factors α[·], the individual reward
components can be computed by (6) and then the total reward
by (5).
D. Deep deterministic policy gradient
The algorithm we chose to use is the Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm [8], which is a model-
free, off-policy RL algorithm based on Deterministic Policy
Gradient [22] and Deep Q Networks [23]. It is able to learn
policies in high-dimensional, continuous state action spaces.
DDPG is a type of actor critic reinforcement learning
algorithm, it uses two separate networks to parameterize the
actor function and the critic function, respectively. The actor
network µ(s|θµ) maps the states to a deterministic action,
and the critic network Q(s, a|θQ) maps the state action pair
to a Q-value.
High level controller
Neural Network
Low level controller
PD controller
Environment500Hz
25Hz
Joint torque
 Target
 Joint angle
 Joint angle
 Joint velocity
 feedback
 Reward
 during
 training
 State
 feedback
 Temporal
 difference
 update
Fig. 4: System overview.
The critic network is trained by minimizing the loss
function:
yt = rt + γQ
′(st+1, a)|a=µ′(st+1)
LQ(θ
Q) = Est,at,rt,st+1∼R
[
(Q(st, at)− yt)2
]
.
(13)
The actor network is trained by applying the deterministic
policy gradient:
∇θµJ = Est∼R
[∇aQ(s, a|θQ)|s=st,a=µ(st)∇θµ(s|θµ)|s=st] .
(14)
E. Bounding Action Space
The output of the network is desired joint angles, the
rationale behind the selecting joint angles as the choice of
action space is discussed in section IV.
Joints have limits which restrict their range of movement,
therefore we have to bound the action space within the angle
limit. Using squashing sigmoid activation function such as
tanh in the output unit is a common way in bounding
network outputs. However, using tanh has its disadvantages:
it would easily be saturated at the upper and lower bound of
the range and require many updates to decrease, increasing
the training time and hindering the performance. We use
an approach proposed by Hausknecht et. al. called inverting
gradients to bound the output action parameters [24],
∇p = ∇p ·
{
(pmax − p)/(pmax − pmin) if ∇p ≥ 0
(p− pmin)/(pmax − pmin) otherwise
, (15)
where ∇p indicates the critic gradient with reference to
action parameter, pmax, pmin, p indicate the minimum, maxi-
mum and current activation of the action parameter, respec-
tively.
From (15), we can see that with inverting gradients ap-
proach, the gradients are reduced as the output parameter
approaches near the output boundary of the desired value
range, and are inverted if the parameter exceeds the bound-
ary, hereby restraining the output to the desired range.
State
input
State
input
Action
input
Actor network
Critic network
Action
output
Q-Value
output
Input layer nodes
Hidden layer nodes
Output layer nodes
Fig. 5: Overview of neural network structure.
IV. HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE OF HIGH-LEVEL
LEARNING AND LOW-LEVEL CONTROL
The idea of constructing the control architecture in a
hierarchical manner is widely adopted by many studies [12],
[25]. In such hierarchical control systems, the Lower-level
controller (LLC) and High-level controller (HLC) work at
different frequencies, where usually the HLC works at a
lower frequency.
The choice of output action parameterization has been
proven to have a significant effect on the performance on
reinforcement learning. Peng et al. compared the impact
of four different actuation models that has different action
parameterization on deep reinforcement learning: (1) direct
torque control; (2) muscle activation for musculotendon units
(MTU); (3) target joint angle for proportional-derivative
controllers; (4) target joint angle velocity. Their study show
that action parameterization including basic feedback such as
target angle for PD control and muscle activation for MTU
can improve policy performance and learning speed since
such models are able to reflect the embodied biomechanical
features more accurately [26].
PD control has been proven to be a good action param-
eterization method as it is able to model the biomechanics
of a system, and is easy to implement compared to other
control methods such as MTU. Therefore, we choose joint
angles as the output for the HLC learnt by DDPG and apply
a PD controller as the LLC to translate the joint angle to
torque for motor control. The overall structure of the control
system is shown in Fig 4.
TABLE I: PD controller parameters
Joints
PD parameters Waist Hip Knee Ankle
Kp (Nm/rad) 720 1080 2580 3160
Kd (Nms/rad) 60 70 150 300
A. High-level Controller
For the high level contoller we used DDPG to learn the
control policy responsible for producing the desired motion
synergies, i.e desired joint angles. The network structure is
shown in Fig. 5. Both the critic and actor network have 2
hidden layers, each hidden layer contains 100 nodes followed
by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. In
addition to the state features, the critic network also takes
into action parameters as input, the action value skips the
first hidden layer and is directly forwarded to the second
hidden layer. The output of the actor network is the 4 target
joint angles. The network inputs consists of state features
that are continuous, which are filtered through butterworth
filters with a cutoff frequency of 10Hz, and discrete state
features that are remained untouched.
B. Low-level Controller
We used PD controller as the low level controller, the input
for the PD controller is desired joint angles produced by the
HLC, and the output is joint torque. The feedback for the PD
controller is filtered through a butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 50Hz. The parameters of the PD controller are
shown in Table. I.
u = Kp(θtarget − θmeasured)−Kdθ˙measured (16)
V. LEARNING RESULTS
We can calculate the maximum rejectable impulse when
the humanoid is in its stable balancing configuration accord-
ing to capture point theory. In the stable configuration of the
policy representation of the trained network, the horizontal
distance from the COM to the front tip and back tip of
the feet is respectively 0.189m and 0.111m. The height
of the COM is 1.084m. According to (1), the maximum
forward rejectable impulse is 72.8 N·s, maximum backward
rejectable impulse is 42.6 N·s. A push force with duration
of 0.1s is applied on the pelvis for simulating the impulse
disturbance, therefore magnitude of the force are 728N and
426N respectively for the forward and backward pushes.
Previous work has proven that foot tilting balancing strategy
is capable of working under boundary rejectable impulse
conditions [3].
Fig. 6 and 7 respectively presents the data from forward
and backward push recoveries. Fig. 8 and 9 show the snap-
shots of maximum ankle joint angles from successful balance
recoveries of forward and backward pushes under various
pushes. The snapshots show that under different amount of
disturbances, the tilting angles of the foot and the angle of
ankle joint are different. From the simulation results, it is
observed that emerged behaviours are comparable to that of
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Fig. 6: Simulation data of forward push recovery (72.8 N·s).
(a) Reference and measured ankle joint angle; (b) Orientation
of torso, pelvis and foot; (c) Angular rate of torso, pelvis and
foot pitch; (d) Capture point and COM; (e) COM height; (f)
Ankle joint torque.
humans after sufficient amount of training without any prior
knowledge explicitly given by designers:
• Knee lock behavior naturally emerges;
• Heel/toe tipping behaviors naturally emerge;
• Able to work beyond the maximum rejectable impulse
calculated using capture point (due to vertical motion);
• Able to actively push-off ankle joint and create foot
tilting stably in response to different disturbance;
• Exploitation of maximum achievable ankle torque.
The amount of impulse the control system is capable
of withstanding is slightly larger than the rejectable im-
pulse calculated from the capture point theory, since the
capture point uses a linear model assuming constant COM
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Fig. 7: Simulation data of backward push recovery (-42.6
N·s). (a) Reference and measured ankle joint angle; (b)
Orientation of torso, pelvis and foot; (c) Angular rate of
torso, pelvis and foot pitch; (d) Capture point and COM; (e)
COM height; (f) Ankle joint torque.
height. The network learns a balancing policy capable of
withstanding impulse up to 87N·s and -47.5N·s, which is
respectively 119.5% and 111.5% the amount of the forward
and backward maximum rejectable impulse calculated using
capture point (72.8N·s and -42.6N·s). This is because while
the humanoid is pivoting around its toe, the horizontal
velocity is partially redirected upward, increasing the height
of the COM, therefore converting part of the kinetic energy
into potential energy, slowing down the overall COM ve-
locity. Learning-based control system is less restricted than
traditional methods using ZMP in this aspect, because any
stable action than improves the balance recovery will be
reinforced such as ankle push-off, knee lock or any possible
No disturbance
Fig. 8: Maximum ankle angles generated by the policy and
the change of angle w.r.t home position (Forward push).
No disturbance
Fig. 9: Maximum ankle angles generated by the policy and
the change of angle w.r.t home position (Backward push).
upper body movement.
Some human-comparable features naturally emerge after
sufficient amount of training without any prior knowledge
given explicitly by humans. From Fig. 8 and 9, we can see
the policy actively increases the ankle angle to produce ankle
push off behaviour. It is also shown that the humanoid has
also learned to actuate its knee in a knee-lock configuration
that minimizes knee torque and provides a lot of stability by
simply exploiting the biomechanical constraint of the knee
joint, very similar to what humans do.
The balance strategy learned by reinforcement learning
has shown to have the ability to actively adjust the ankle
joint angle and the tilting angle of the foot in response to
the amount of disturbance applied. The active change in
magnitude of ankle rotation ∆θ relative to home position
increases as the magnitude of force increases as seen in Fig.
8 and 9.
Fig. 6(f) and 7(f) show the torque responses of all sagittal
joints, where ankle joint in particular fully exploits the
maximum achievable ankle torque for balance recovery.
The control system responses to the disturbance by quickly
generating ankle torque as large as possible, firstly larger
than the gravitational torque for a short period to accelerate
foot for tilting around the toe/heel, and then sustaining the
maximum achievable torque for staying at the toe/heel with
a total underactuation time about 0.8s. From the thickness,
length and tilting angle of the foot, plus the mass of the body,
it can be calculated that the magnitude of the maximum
achievable torque while tilting around the toe and heel is
respectively 216.14N·m and 106.86N·m. Simulation results
from Fig. 6(f) and 7(f) shows that the magnitude of ankle
torque applied during underactuation is around 210.41N·m
and 110.24N·m for forward and backward push, which is
close to the theoretical maximum achievable torque. The
frontal section of the foot is longer than the rear section,
thus the maximum achievable torque during forward push is
larger than that of the backward push.
VI. CONCLUSION
Previous studies have already demonstrated that human-
comparable balancing behaviours such as foot tilting be-
haviours can be achieved using deterministic and analytical
engineering approaches. Our study in this paper concerns
about whether it is possible to produce similar or better hu-
manoid balance strategies that involves stable underactuated
ankle push-off behaviour comparable to humans using deep
reinforcement learning approach.
Our results demonstrated the feasibility and realizability of
using deep reinforcement learning to learn a human-like bal-
ancing behavior with limited amount of prior structure being
imposed on the control policy. We transfer knowledge from
control engineering based methods and applied them into the
design of rewards for RL. The importance of a physic based
reward design shall be acknowledged. Otherwise it is difficult
to balance the influence among different physical quantities
and the balance behavior is difficult to be guaranteed by RL.
The ankle push-off behaviour learned by RL is able to work
robustly under circumstances where impulses are as much
as the theoretical maximum that can be rejected. Moreover,
deep RL has learned an adaptive way of actively changing
ankle push-off angle in response to the applied disturbance.
The scope of this paper currently only covers standing
balance in the sagittal plane in a 2D simulation as a proof-
of-concept using learning approach. For future work, we plan
to perform simulation in a 3D environment, and eventually,
to apply learning based control to the real Valkyrie robot.
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